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		ac&e strengthens The Ingenium Group

		September 20th, 2023  by John Baxter		


ac&e is pleased to announce that is has joined the The Ingenium Group and strengthened its engineering and technical expertise to serve leading UK companies with bespoke computing and specialist IT services.




ac&e complements The Ingenium Group company, EnginSoft UK, a leading technology transfer company in the field of Simulation-Based Engineering Science (SBES) and has always been at the forefront of technological innovation.




Anthony Mosquera, Design Services Director at ac&e said “We are delighted to join forces with EnginSoft UK, our sister company within The Ingenium Group.  Our combined capabilities strengthen our ability to support our customers and their design and analysis activities and to meet their need for faster product development and reduced time to market.




The Ingenium Group CEO, Bipin Patel commented, “I am thrilled to announce that ac&e have joined The Ingenium Group. There is already a lot of synergy with The Ingenium Group company EnginSoft UK and believe this addition to the group will to allow us to further our goals and better serve our customers.”
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		pSeven Enterprise v2023.06 is released

		July 5th, 2023  by John Baxter		


A new version of DATADVANCE’s low code cloud-native collaborative platform for building, deploying and operating different models and processes at scale. It brings some improvements and updates.




	New editing commands: the workflow reference command and the app UI preview command in the edit toolbar menu.
	Initial WebDAV.
	Important bugfixes.
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		pSeven 6.45 released

		April 26th, 2023  by John Baxter		ac&e’s partner, DATADVANCE announces the release of pSeven 6.45, a new version of our platform for data analysis and optimization. The release provides updates to the documentation and the design space exploration block, together with bug fixes more
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		pSeven 6.39 released

		October 20th, 2022  by John Baxter		ac&e’s partner, DATADVANCE announces the release of pSeven 6.39, a new version of our platform for data analysis and optimization. This release improves the consistency of the design space exploration block settings. more
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		pSeven Enterprise v2022.07 Release

		July 27th, 2022  by John Baxter		
ac&e’s partner, DATADVANCE announces the release of pSeven Enterprise v2022.07, a new version of their low code cloud-native collaborative platform for building, deploying and operating different models and processes at scale. It brings many improvements and updates. more
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		New Release – OMNIS™ v5.2

		December 3rd, 2021  by John Baxter		
This release of the Cadence Omnis CFD environment is available now and brings better project and file management, more geometry repair tools, multi-block structured meshing and faster Turbo and Open solvers, to name but a few of the improvements. Special attention was given for this update to 3 further improvements that were high on the demand list:




	Unsteady sliding-grid simulation of hydraulic turbines
	Detect and display vortex cores
	Migrate easily from FINE/Turbo to Omnis





more
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		New Release – FINE™/Marine  v10.2

		October 6th, 2021  by John Baxter		
Faster seakeeping calculations, coarse mesh initialization for resistance computations, speed-up of geometry preparation with the Rhino plugin, improved adaptive grid refinement, and more… in the latest update of FINE™/Marine.
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		New release: Omnis™ version 5.1

		June 23rd, 2021  by John Baxter		
A new particle solver, surface-to-volume meshing and
more than 100+ new capabilities to simplify your workflows, boost your productivity and extend the scope of your simulations more
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		New Release FINE™/Marine 10.1

		May 19th, 2021  by John Baxter		The official release of FINE™/Marine 10.1 offers significant CPU time savings with the grid-to-grid method, smooth wave initialization, improvements in open water propeller simulations, and more

	Restart from a different project with the grid-to-grid method
	The first dynamic Velocity Prediction Program (VPP) for sailing boats integrated into a CFD package
	Smooth wave initialization to speed up seakeeping computations
	Automatic open water propeller simulations
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		New Release FINE™/Turbo, FINE™/Agile & FINE™/Design3D v16.1

		March 25th, 2021  by John Baxter		Amongst other improvements, this new release includes:

Limitless NonLinear Harmonic method with the rank-N

The NonLinear Harmonic method is a unique feature of FINE™ that has quickly become a staple among turbomachinery design engineers. It provides accurate modeling of periodic unsteady disturbances throughout a turbomachine – information typical of URANS simulations, but now several orders of magnitude faster.

AutoGrid5™ – a new approach for impellers with blunt blades

Most impellers are built using a traditional subtraction manufacturing process: a milling machine uses a cutting tool to form the blade surface in one or more passes. This technique allows for high flexibility and quality of the finished part, but each blade has to be defined by a relatively large fillet radius and a trimmed profile.  The newest mesh topology in AutoGrid5™ accurately replicates the fillet’s and blade’s actual geometry, without sacrificing mesh quality thanks to the so-called “butterfly” topology. The trailing edge of the impeller is connected to the next block by a non-matching connection to prevent distortion of cells downstream of the trailing edge.

FINE™/Agile 16.1

Includes the latest release from Concepts NREC (version 8.9), with numerous improvements and fixes for a better preliminary and detailed design

more
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      Privacy Overview
    
  	ac&e’s website uses cookies and Google Analytics tracking technologies  to help us create a website that more effectively meets the visitor’s needs.  Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful. You can choose to permit or restrict the use of these technologies through your personal browser settings. ac&e cookies do not contain any personally identifying information.  No personal identifying data is gathered via this means.
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      Strictly Necessary Cookie should be enabled at all times so that we can save your preferences for cookie settings.

Cookies:

PHPSESSID – Preserves user session state across page requests.

Keeping this cookie enabled helps us to improve our website.

_utma – Registers a uniq e ID th at is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website

_utmb – Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate

_utmt – Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate

_utmz – Collects data on where the user came from, what search engine was used, what link was clicked and what

search term ws used.

_NID – Registers a unique ID that identifies a returning user’s device. The ID is used for targeted ads.

_utmc – Used by Google Analytics Registers a timestamp with the exact time of when the user leaves the website. Used by Google An alytics

to calculate the duration of a website visit.

collect – Used to send data to Google Analytics about the visitor’s device and behaviour. Tracks the visitor across devices and marketing channels.
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